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if you are going to torrent, use a vpn connection to hide your real ip address and make you look like
you are connecting from a different location. cyberghost is a good vpn option as it has a built-in ad
and malware blocker. many vpn services offer unlimited bandwidth, which is great for torrenting. i

personally use the private internet access service for its convenience and port forwarding ability. you
can also find free vpn options like nordvpn, private internet access, and hidemyass. the legal status

of torrent sites in the uk and elsewhere is currently unclear but given the difficulties in getting
torrents to be made available by bt, it is likely that the service will be restricted to a small number of
sites. the internet watch foundation (iwf) is the organisation responsible for monitoring illegal sites.

they have already banned bt from providing access to torrent sites and it is believed that uk isps are
also being told not to allow access to torrent sites. unequalled streaming service with over 300 films
and tv shows all streaming only with prime membership on up to 50 devices! we do not host or index
torrents. please be aware that we do not host or index torrents. any torrents hosted on torrent sites
or blogs are not directly related to us and we are not responsible for their content. if you have any
legal issues please contact the appropriate media file owner. this is a private torrent tracker. we do

not have any stable torrents. the torrent should be listed here if you think it is a stable torrent. if
there is a torrent here, it will be removed after it is found not to be a stable torrent. if this is your first

visit here, be sure to visit the help page. thank you!
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if youre going to torrent, make
sure you do it in a place where

the government cant follow
your ip address and track

where you are. tor is a great
tool for this, but not everyone

knows it exists. my buddy brad
knows a lot of people in the
security community, and he
told me that he had a friend
who was an fbi agent. brad

asked his friend if he was using
a tor browser, and his friend

told him no. brad asked why he
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didnt use it, and his friend
explained that the tor browser
was designed for transparent
anonymity, not hiding your

identity. so, it makes sense to
use something like the tor

browser to keep your real ip
address hidden when

torrenting. there are many
ways to hide your ip address
from the torrent site. you can
always get a free vpn service

from a reputable company like
vpnunlimited. if youd rather
avoid adding to a massive

company profile and get a free
service, you can get an
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anonymous identity from
darkcloud. for those who want
to keep their torrenting private

and use their own torrent
client, you can use the tor
project. if you are going to
torrent, make sure you are

downloading torrents from a
trusted source. kickasstorrents
was taken down in 2016, and

its founder was arrested. while
i havent used it in years, the
pirate bay is a great resource
for downloading torrents. over

the years, there have been
many torrent sites shut down
by authorities, including the
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original pirate bay. check out
the sites we mentioned and
others in our torrent sites

directory for more choices.
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